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Details of Visit:

Author: bj2010
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 3 Apr 2018
Duration of Visit: 3 Hours
Amount Paid: 600
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: London Retreat Fetish /Mistress Services
Website: http://www.londonretreat.co.uk
Phone: 07774643730
Phone: 07774643730

The Premises:

Wonderfully equipped basement flat, very close to Earls Court Tube. A huge amount of equipment
is available in two rooms (one domestic/bedroom style and one large dungeon style) to satisfy
whatever fetish one might have. Also has a very clean bathroom with shower. The maid is always
really friendly and helpful and I was given a nice glass of wine on arrival.

The Lady:

Amy is gorgeous .. I mean like really really pretty. She is really tall and slim with amazingly long
toned legs and a perfect bottom. If you are a leg and foot man (like I am), you will just love Amy.
And she has a smile that just melts you .. the kind of girl that you genuinely want to please. I have
visited London Retreat going back many years and Amy is the best looking lady I have ever seen
there.

The Story:

This was the second time I have seen Amy this year and this session was just as amazing as the
first. I tend to book longer sessions less frequently, rather than playing all the time, and Amy was
fabulous for this – however, I reckon she would be equally as great for someone seeking a shorter
encounter, just because she seems so intuitive; really gets the whole fetish scene; and seems to
really enjoy what she does.

The session was based around a mixture of some strict femdom activities and some more sensual
rewards. The rewards got more and more intimate – as did the intensity of the femdom play.
My previous session with Amy had involved some pretty hardcore corporal punishment - if you ever
want a good thrashing, then Amy can certainly deliver big time. This time, I could not have any
heavy marking so restricted my CP play to over the knee spanking. We made part of this a bit of a
game in that I agreed to finish each round of spanking with a timed non-stop spanking .. e.g. 30s,
45s, 1 minute etc where Amy spanked me with her hand non-stop really hard with no breaks. This
was a great way to experience a pretty intense punishment, without any heavy marking – and since
Amy is so fit and toned, she can spank very hard, even with just her hand over the knee!!

We also did several rounds of strap-on play .. and boy oh boy can this lady fuck. I am pretty
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experienced with such things but it had been a while since I had done some really hard strap-on
play and so Amy took things nice and slow to start. By the time we were onto the final couple of
rounds, with her larger strap-ons, things were a different story .. she fucked me for a long time,
really really hard (all at my own request of course). The great thing about Amy is that she seems to
really understand what I wanted and mixes up the intensity at just the right time and at just the right
level.

With the sensual rewards, we did all kinds of worship – from her pretty nylon covered feet, through
leg and bottom worship; and onto lots of facesitting and pussy worship – all of which Amy genuinely
seemed to enjoy, making sure to encourage me to please her, exactly as she wanted.
Since this was a long session, I was rewarded twice during the session, with my own explosive
orgasms – once via Amy’s hand and the other via her soft nylon feet!!!

I have been visiting London Retreat for a long time on and off and have seen many amazing ladies
there (Victoria was always my favourite from the past). Amy tops all of them. She is just a total star.

bj2010
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